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Concepts of quasiconvexity and pseudoconvexity of set functions are introduced. 
Properties and relations between these generalized convex set functions are 
investigated, and optimality criteria for differentiable and convex set functions are 
extended to these larger classes of set functions. ‘i” 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of optimization problems with set functions has been the 
focal subject of several recent papers [l-lo]. Properties of differentiable 
and convex set functions were investigated [S-lo] in order to establish 
optimality conditions of such problems. The purpose of this paper is to 
extend the concept of convex set functions and seek to generalize the 
optimality conditions. In Section 3, quasiconvex and pseudoconvex set 
functions are introduced and properties of these set functions are studied. 
Relations between these set functions are explored and summarized in 
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, optimality conditions are established for 
optimization problems involving these generalized convex set functions. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, a, U) be a measure space. For 52 E cX, xn denotes the charac- 
teristic function of Q. We shall write L, instead of ,5,(X, ol, u), and denote 
by I the unit interval [0, 11. In [63 Morris showed that if (X, a, U) is finite 
and atomless, and L, is separable, then for any 0, A E ~25 and 1, E I there 
exist $2,~ Q\A and A,c A\Q such that 
and 
Xa”“n,“cnnn,~ k2+(1 -~)Xn, 
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where 5 denotes weak* convergence in L, . We shall call the sequence 
{r,,}, where r,, = Sz, u /i, u (52 n /i), a Morris-sequence associated with 
(J,Q,n). For feL, and geL,, we denote the integral j fg du by the 
functional notation (f, g). Throughout this paper, it will be assumed that 
(X, a, u) is a finite atomless measure space with L, separable. Using a 
Morris-sequence for the usual convex combination, a subfamily $5 c a is 
said to be convex if, for every (2, Sz, A) E Ix V x % and every Morris- 
sequence { fH} associated with (A, 52, .4 ), there exists a subsequence {r,, ) 
of (r, > in 55’; and a set function F: +$ + R is said to be convex, if 
Ii;;; F(I-,,)<AF(O)+(l-/l)F(A). 
k-rm 
And a set function F is said to be concave if -F is convex. 
Let p be a pseudometric on a defined by p(sZ, A) = u(sZdn ) for Sz, 
n E a. Note that 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {r,,} be a Morris-sequence associated with (A, Cl, A). 
Then 
Proof. Since (s2 n A) c r,, c (a A A), we have lx,-, - ~~1 = (xr, - I,,) 
(xs* -x,,). And since x,,, +w’ ,Ixn + (1 - I-) xn by assumption, it follows 
that 
Therefore, 
P(f,, A)= IIxr,- XAIIL, + Ma A). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.1 [6, 81. A set function F: CX + R is said to be differen- 
tiable at G,,E~ if there exists an L,-function DF,, such that 
F(Q) = F(Q,) + (DF,,, ~a - xn,,) + E(Q, Q,), (2.1) 
where WJ, Qd E o(dQ, Q,)), i.e., lim,,,.,o,+, E(Q, Q,)/p(~, Q,) = 0. 
A differentiable set function F: 62 + R is said to be locally E-convex at 
CJ2, if there exists E > 0 such that the E-function E(SZ, a,) in (2.1) is non- 
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negative for all Sz E a with p(sZ, a,) < E. If E = co, F is said to be E-convex, 
i.e., 
for all 52 E ol. 
F(Q) 3 W&J + <DF,,, XQ - XQ,,) 
The following lemma is a powerful tool to develop properties of differen- 
tiable set functions. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F: @ -+ R be a differentiable set function where $5’ is 
convex. Let Q,, 52, e %‘, %E I and {f,(i)} b e a Morris-sequence associated 
with (A, Q2, Q, ). Then 
Proof: Invoking the differentiability of F at Sz,, we have 
where E(f’,(l), Q, 1 E o(P(~,(~~), Q, )I. 
Since ( DFQ1, I~,,;,, - xn, ) + A( DF,, , xn, - xa, ), we need to show that 
iKM E(T,(A), 52,)~o(A). It suffices to show that given any E>O, there 
exists 6 > 0 such that 0 d 1 d 6 implies Ii;;;,, uL IE(T,,(A), a,)1 d 4. 
Since E(K’,(;1), G’,) E o(p(T,(i), Sz,)), there exists y > 0 such that 
IE(r,(~), Q,)l Gw(r,(j.), 52,) for p(r,(A), Q,) <Y. Let 6 = yIp(Q,, Qd. 
Then by Lemma 2.1, p(r,(A), Sz,) -+ ip(s2,, Q,) implies that for A<6 
and for sufficiently large n we have p(T,(j”), Sz,) < y, and hence 
En,, E(T,(A), Q,) 6 d.. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.1. If F: %? + R is differentiable at 52, and convex, then F is 
E-convex at Q,. 
Proof: Let Sz E %? and 1 E I. Let {r,,) be a Morris-sequence associated 
with (A, Sz, 52,). Invoking the convexity of F, we have 
hm F(T,,(A)) d AF(Q) + (1 - A) F(Q2,). 
n-x 
By Lemma 2.2, the above inequality is equivalent to 
<DF,,> xn -zoo) + o(A)/JJ G F(Q) - FtQ,). 
This implies that F(Q) b F(Q,) + (DF,,,, xn - xn,). Q.E.D. 
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3. PSEUDOCONVEX AND QUASICONVEX SET FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we generalize the pseudoconvexity [ 1 l] and quasi- 
convexity [12] for functions defined in R” to set functions defined in 6X. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let F: V -+ R be a set function defined on a convex 
subfamily V of a. F is said to be pseudoconvex at Sz, E V if it is differen- 
tiable at fi,, and for Sz E 97, 
It is immediate that E-convexity implies pseudoconvexity. And in view of 
Theorem 2.1, we have : 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If F: 59 + R is differentiable at Q, and convex, then F 
is pseudoconvex at Q,. 
DEFINITION 3.2. [3]. Given a function f: X -+ R, we say that f 
separates Sz, in W if (A xn - xn,) 3 0 for all Sz E V. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let F: V -+ R be a set function and (67 a convex 
subfamily. Let 52, E G9. 
(i) If F is differentiable at Q,, then 
F(Q,) = min F(Q) =c- DF,, separates Q, in W. 
REM 
(ii) If F is pseudoconvex at Q,, then 
DF,, separates Sz, in %? 3 F(Q,) = F&I F(Q). 
Proof Part (i) follows from Lemma 2.2, and (ii) from Definition 3.1. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let %7 be a convex subfamily of ol. A set function 
F: V? -+ R is said to be sub-quasiconvex at .C?, E %? if for each Sz E W such that 
F(Q) d F(Q,), there exists 0~ E< 1 and for any O<<<E, any Morris- 
sequence {r,} c %? associated with (E,, Sz, a,), we have fi;ii, _ ic F(‘(r,,,) < 
F(Q2,) for some subsequence {r,,,} of (ml in %‘. F is said to be quasi- 
convex at Qc, if E = 1. F is said to be strictly sub-quasiconvex at 0, if both 
defining inequalities are strict inequalities. 
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We now give some results involving quasiconvex and subquasiconvex set 
functions. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let F: 59 -+ R be a set function and V a convex 
subfamily of ol. For any c( E R, let 
cC&= {Q:SZEV, F(Q)<a) and %Ta= {Q:QEV, F(Q)<a}. 
Then 
and 
[F is quasiconvex on W] S. [gU is convex for each o! E R] 
[qE is convex for each u E R] * [F is quasiconvex on W]. 
Proof It follows directly from the definitions. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F: Cn + R be a differentiable set function and V a 
convex subfamily. Then 
(i) [F sub-quasiconvex on %?]a [Q,, Q,E%‘, F(Q,)<F(Q2,)+ 
<DF,,, xn,-~a,)601. 
(ii) CQ,,Q2~@, F(Q2)<F(Q,)=-(DFo,, xaz-xa,)<O1*CF is 
strictly sub-quasiconvex on 591. 
Proof Let n,, Sz, E %? and 1. E I. Let {r,(A)} c %? be a Morris-sequence 
associated with (A, Sz,, Sz, ). Then by Lemma 2.2, we have 
hm F(r,,(A) = F(Q,) + A < DF,, xa2 - xn,) + o(l). (1) n * m 
To prove (i), assume that F is sub-quasiconvex on 9? and F(‘(sz,) < F(‘(52,). 
Then there exists 0 <E < 1 and for any 0 < 1” d E, Ti;;;, _ m F(T,,,(I)) < F(Q,) 
for some subsequence (r,,(A)} c (m(i)}. Since {r,,,(l)} again is a 
Morris-sequence and (1) is true for any Morris-sequence, 
(DFo,, xn2 - xn, > + o(J.)lA d 0 for O<~<E. 
Letting A + 0, we have 
(DF,, 7 xa2 - xn, > d 0. 
This proves (i). 
For (ii), we assume F(0,) < F(Q, ) and (DFn,, xnZ - xn, ) < 0. Then (1) 
implies that 
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for 0~ i < 1. And it follows that there exists 0 <E< 1 such that 
(lim 
7 
n-cc F(T,(,?))-F(a,))/1< 0 for 0 < E-6 E. Therefore, hm,+, F(T,,(l)) 
< F(R,) for 0 < 2 6 E, and (ii) is established. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let F: ?Z + R be a set function and $9 a convex subfamily. 
If F is strictly sub-quasiconvex at Q,, and 52, is a local minimum of F on %Y, 
then Q, is a global minimum of F on $5’. 
Proof: If a, is a local minimum, then there exists an E> 0 such 
that F(Q) > F(QO) for all !S~E%? with p(?C2, Sz,) <E. Assume now that 
there exists an a E %? with ~(0, Sz,) 2 E and F(‘(a) < F(Q,). By the strictly 
sub-quasiconvexity of F at 52,, there exists an E > 0, and for any 
Morris-sequence { f ,J A) 1 associated with (2, !S, 52,,), 0 < 1. GE, we have 
7 
hm k+ m F(T,,(E,)) < F(Q,J for some subsequence {r,,(A)} c (r,,(n)}. Since 
p(T,,(I), 52,) + Ap(sZ, a,) by Lemma 2.1, for a suhiciently small & and for 
all sufficiently large k we have p(T&A), 52,) <E and hence F(sZ,) < 
F(T,,(&)), which implies that F(sZ,) d lim,+ a F(T,,(&)), a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let F: g -+ R be a set function and 97 a convex subfamily. 
If F is pseudoconvex on V, then F is strictly sub-quasiconvex on +Y, and each 
local minimum of F on V is also a global minimum of F on $7. 
Proof. Pseudoconvexity implies strictly sub-quasiconvexity is equiv- 
alent to (ii) of Theorem 3.1, and the rest of the theorem follows by 
Theorem 3.2. Q.E.D. 
4. RELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENTIABLE 
GENERALIZED CONVEX SET FUNCTIONS 
We first introduce linear set functions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let F: %9 -+ R be a set function and %? a convex 
subfamily. F is said to be linear if F is convex and concave on ‘+?. 
The following theorem characterizes differentiable linear set functions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be a differentiable linear set function defined on a 
convex subfamily V. Then F(Q) = (f, xo> + c for some f E L,, c E R, and 
any QE@. 
Proof: Fix 52, E V. Let Sz E 69 and i E I. Let {r,(A)} be a Morris- 
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sequence associated with (2, n, a,). Then since F is convex and concave 
on V, we have 
hm F(I,,(A)) = %F(Q) + (1 - n) F(fi2,) 
k-t= 
for some subsequence (r,,(%)} of {f,(i)}. In view of Lemma 2.2, we also 
have 
Combining these two results yields 
F(Q) - F(Q,) = (DFQ, xn - xao) + o(J.)/a 
for 0 < A< 1. Therefore, 
F(Q) = (DF,,,, xn> + F(Q,) - (DF,,> ~a~) 
by letting ,? + 0, i.e., F(Q) = (DF,,, xn) + c, where c = F(Q,) - 
<DF,,, ~a,). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F = (F, , F2, . . . . F,,), where Fi: W + R is a linear set 
function for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, and let u: R” + R be a real valued function. Define 
H:%?-+R by H(Q)=u(F(Q))for QE%?. Then 
(i) If u is continuous, then u is (strictly, resp.) quasiconvex on F(W) if 
and only if H is (strictly, resp.) quasiconvex. 
(ii) If F, is differentiable for i= 1, . . . . n, then u is pseudoconvex on 
F(%) if and only if H is pseudoconvex. 
Proof. (i) Assume that u is quasiconvex. Let Sz, , !S2, EV and 1 E I. Let 
{r,(l)} c V be a Morris-sequence associated with (n, a2, !Z, ). Then the 
linearity of Fi implies that 
and 
iii-ii F(I,(i)) = AF(Q,) + (1 -J.) F(sZ,) 
n-J3 
iii-6 H(T,(A))= 1’ tm u(F(T,(%))=u(;lF(Q,)+(l -J.)F(Q,)). 
“-CC n+m 
Assume that H(Q,) d H(R,). Then 
u(F(n,))~u(F(o,))~u(aF(a,)+(l -a)F(Q,))Gu(F(Q,)) 
=S lim H(I,(I))d H(S2,). 
n + J: 
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Therefore, H is quasiconvex. Since the above implications are reversible, it 
follows that the pseudoconvexity of H implies the quasiconvexity of u on 
F(V). And the proof for the strictly quasiconvex case is similar. 
(ii) Since F, is linear and differentiable, by Theorem 4.1, P’,(Q) = 
(L., xa) + ci for some f, E L, and ci E R, i = 1, . . . . n. Assume that u is 
pseudoconvex. Then u is differentiable, and therefore, H is differentiable. 
Furthermore, 
for Sz E W, where ui denotes the ith partial derivative of U. Let s2,, Sz, E %. 
Note that 
Then, 
(DH,, ~nz-xn,) aO=- 
i 
* i #‘(Q, ))(F;(Q,) - F;(Q, 1) 2 0 
i= 1 
where Vu denotes the gradient of u. Therefore, accounting for the 
pseudoconvexity of U, we have u(F(sZ,)) 6 u(F(a,)), i.e., H(Q,) < H(Q,). 
Hence H is pseudoconvex. Note that the above implications are also 
reversible, and it follows that the pseudoconvexity of H implies the 
pseudoconvexity of u on F(q). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. Let everything be as in Theorem 4.2. Then 
(i) It is easy to show that the sub-quasiconvexity and the quasicon- 
vexity of u are equivalent. Thus, the sub-quasiconvexity and quasiconvexity 
of H are equivalent. 
(ii) A similar argument as in the proof of (i) of Theorem 4.2 
establishes that if u is continuous, then u is convex if and only if H is 
convex. 
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(iii) In view of Theorem 2.1 and [ 13, Theorem 3.3.21, if Fi is linear 
and differentiable and u is differentiable, then the convexity and the 
E-convexity of H are equivalent. 
In view of Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.1 and in reference to the relations 
between the generalized convex functions on R” in [ 12, Sect. 9.4, p. 1461, 
we summarize the relations between differentiable generalized convex set 
functions (implications not indicated are not true in general): 
Convex =z. E-convex * Pseudoconvex 
* Strictly sub-quasiconvex. 
For a set function defined as H in Theorem 4.2, we have 
Convex o E-convex =z. Pseudoconvex 
3 Strictly sub-quasiconvex o Strictly quasiconvex 
* Quasiconvex. 
5. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR GENERALIZED CONVEX FUNCTIONS 
We establish first a necessary optimality theorem for differentiable set 
functions which is a generalization of [6, Theorem 2.31. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Necessary Optimality Conditions). Let $7 be a convex 
subfamily, and let F, G’, . . . . G”: $? -+ R be set functions differentiable at Q*, 
with respective derivatives DF,., DGA., . . . . DG&. Suppose Q* is a local 
minimum of F(Q) subject to G’(Q) < 0 for i = 1, . . . . n and that Q* is regular, 
i.e., there exists an Q, E 59 with G’(Q*) + (DC&, xn, -x0*) < 0, i = 1, . . . . n. 
Then there exist nonnegative reals A:, . . . . I.,* such that 
DF,, + i AT DGn* separates Q* 
,= I 
and 
i A:Gi(Q*) = 0. 
Proof: Write DFQ. = f and DC& = g’, i = 1, . . . . n. Define 
A = ((vo, vi, . . . . v,): there exists an Sz E %? with 
vo ’ <f, XQ - xw >, 0, > G’(Q*) + <g’, xn - xn* >, 
i= 1 > ‘.., 4, 
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and 
B= ((u,, 01, . . . . u,): uj < 0, i = 0, 1, . ..) n}. 
It is clear that B is convex. And we claim that A is also convex. To show 
A is convex, let (ui,, u{, . . . . u’,) E A, j = 1,2. Then there exist Q’, Q2 E %? such 
that 
for j= 1, 2, i = 1, . . . . n. Let a E I and {r,,> be a Morris-sequence in %7 
associated with (a, Q’, Q2 ). Then 
and 
for i = 1, . . . . n. It follows that cru~+(l-cr)u~>cc(f,~~-~n~)+(l-~) 
<f,xi-h*)=lim,+, (f, x,-, - xs2*), hence there exists a k such that 
(f, xr, - xD*) c c(uA + (1 - u)u~. A similar argument works for uj and u:, 
i = 1, . . . . n. Therefore, A is convex. We now show that A and B are disjoint. 
For if we assume the contrary, then there exists Q E %? with 
uixn-xn*><O7 
G’(Q*)+ (gi, xn-xa*)<O, i=l ) . ..) ?I. 
Now let (I) be Morris-sequence in % associated with (CC, Q, Q* ) for 
c( E I. Then p(r,(a), Q*) + crp(Q, Q*) by Lemma 2.1. And by Lemma 2.2, 
we have 
lim F(f,(a))=F(~*)+a(f,X,-X,*)+o(a) 
n-x 
and 
iiii? G’(f,(a)) = G’(Q*) + a( g’, xa - xaa) + o(a), i = 1, . . . . n. 
n-x 
It follows that there exists arbitrarily small ~1’ >0 such that lim,,, F(T,(cr’)) 
< F(Q*), lim,+ o. Gi(f,(a’)) < 0, i = 1, . . . . n. This contradicts the local 
optimality of Q*. Thus A and B are disjoint convex subsets of a tinite- 
dimensional space and can be separated by a hyperplane. (The remainder 
of the proof is quite standard (cf., for example, [ 14, p. 2491) but is given 
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here for completeness.) Hence there exist reals &, I.,, . . . . i, not all zero and 
6 such that 
i A,uj26 if (u,, . . . . u,)EA 
i=O 
i &Vi<6 if (uo, . . . . 0,) E B. 
,=o 
It follows from the nature of B that ;i,, . . . . A,, 6 are nonnegative and from 
the nature of A that 6 is nonpositive, thus 6 = 0. We now show %, > 0. 
Assume that lo = 0, and consider Sz, of the theorem data. Then 
i Ai(Gl(Q*)+ (g’, x~,-x~*))>O. 
r=l 
But 1 i, . . . . 2, are nonnegative and G’(sZ*) + (g’, xn, - xn* ), i = 1, . . . . n, are 
strictly negative, thus A, = 0, i = 0, . . . . n, contradicting the assumption that 
not all 1, are zero. We conclude that E.,>O. 
Defining 2) by n,/A,, i = 1, . . . . n, yields 
for all Q EW. Setting s2 = n* yields C:=, &YG’(sZ*) > 0, but by the 
nonnegativity of 1.7 and nonpositivity of G’(S2*), it follows that 
C:=, lwFG’(Q*) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Employing the concepts of quasiconvexity and pseudoconvexity 
developed in previous sections, we obtain the following sufficient optimality 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Sufficient Optimality Conditions). Let k? be a convex 
subfamily of 6X, and F, G’, . . . . G”: V + R be set functions. Suppose Q* E %‘? 
and I = {i: G’(Q*) = 0). Suppose further that F is pseudoconvex at Q*, G’ is 
differentiable and quasiconvex at a* for i6 I, and that there exist non- 
negative reals A, , . . . . A,, such that 
(i) DF,, + I:= I Ai DGL, separates Q*, 
(ii) IX:‘=, A,G’(Q*) = 0 and G’(Q*) < 0 for i = 1, . . . . n. 
Then Q* is a minimum if F(0) subject to G’(Q) d 0, i = 1, . . . . n. 
Proof We first write OF*. = f and DG’,, = g’ for i= 1, . . . . n. Let 
J= {j: Gj(Q*)<O}. For Jo.& in view of (ii), A,=O, hence for any 52~V, 
(4 g’, Xn - Xn* > 6 0. (1) 
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For ig Z, G’(Q) 60 = G’(R*) for any CJ E%?:. Accounting for the quasi- 
convexity of G’ at sZ* and Theorem 3.1(i), we have 
(& $9 Xn - Xc?* > d 0. (2) 
Adding (1) and (2) gives 
(3) 
But since f + C:=, 2, g’ separates R*, i.e., 
i 
.f+ i Ag’,xn-X** 30 ) 
for all s2 E %?, 
,=I 
the inequality (3) implies that (h xn - xn.) 3 0 for all C? E %‘, which, by 
the pseudoconvexity of F at R, implies that F(Q) > F(Q*) for all L2 E $7. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.1. Note that the above theorem is true if G’ is differentiable 
and subquasiconvex at LS* for in I. 
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